
Rakesh Gopathi
Android Developer

I am an Android developer with experience of over 2 years. I would like to think of myself as a Passionate and Persistent human being

who is eager to learn, loves solving problems and building things. Most of my time goes towards these activities or for entertainment. I

am believer that anything is possible when you put in your mind and effort towards something. I built multiple applications over the years

both professionally and for personal use.

Personal Info

Address
H.no 6-90, MG road

Hyderabad, Telangana, India

502319

Phone
(966) 611-7089

E-mail
rakeshgopathi@gmail.com

Date of birth
1996-01-16

WWW
www.rakeshgopathi.com

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rakeshgo

pathi/

Languages

English
 

Proficient

Hindi
 

Proficient

Telugu
 

Proficient

Skills

Android App
development 

 
advanced

Java
 

advanced

React-Native
 

beginner

Web Automation
Testing

 
advanced

web
development

 
Intermediate

Experience

2015-12 -
2017-10

 
Android developer,  Trainer
Neotech Data Solution Pvt Ltd

Responsibilities:
Built multiple iterations of an Inspection app which could be easily

configurable to be deployed in any field with minimal effort. 

•

Trained interns and new recruits on Java, Software engineering and

Android development.

•

Designed and developed courses and instructions for interns and new

recruits.

•

Education

2013-06 -
2017-07

 
Institute of Aeronautical Engineering , BTECH (CSE)

Secured 70% in Academics•

Independently designed and built both my mini and major applications on

my own

•

Built an app which could provide realtime pollution, weather and natural

disaster data anywhere in the world with appropriate suggestions and

notifications.

•

Won many awards for playing chess in college and while representing my

college in sports fests.

•

2011-06 -
2013-05

 
Narayana Junior College, Intermediate (MPC)

Secured more than 80% in Academics•

Travelled all over the city with the local transport bus pass.•

2004-04 -
2011-05

 
St. Joseph's High School 

Secured 90% in Academics•

Got away with all my mischievous by doing well in classes.•

Participated in Science fairs every year.•

Interests

My interest lies in understanding the Physics of our universe ,
Technology, Politics and Human psychology.
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